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and now for something completely different

One of the great joys of working at Berkeley Rep is the opportunity to produce an enormously eclectic body of work. While we proudly embrace a progressive aesthetic, the definition of that term is far reaching in terms of both the form and content of the plays we choose to present. A cursory look at this season alone reveals the spectrum of our interests: a German musical set during the Thirty Years War; a contemporary coming-of-age story set to American rock music; a psychological thriller with wildly mordant, Irish humor; an operatic novella detailing the inner life of an English family; a theatrical, emotional take on the legacy of racism carried by African-American men; a classic Victorian novel brought back to life through the magic lens of modern stagecraft.

Add to this mix a vaudevillian dance—a deceptively simple comic turn that deals with two guys who fall out of a movie and into our collective laps. Like characters who, against their will, suddenly find themselves onstage, our heroes for this evening are forced to perform without any lines, with no real knowledge of how they are expected to behave. They stagger onward, mustering no small degree of courage, foolishness and cleverness, armed with only their ability to charm their way out of their plight as they move inevitably toward the final curtain. Fortunately for us, they succeed with a measure of elegance and imagination that impresses night after night.

It is sometimes difficult to see the real work behind a play like all wear bowlers; sometimes easy to write off the show as simply silly. But there is a rigorous method behind this inspired madness. It takes an achingly long time to perfect the timing, nuance and understanding needed to sustain the ongoing conversation between performers of this kind and the audience. Trey and Geoff have spent years honing their routine, spent literally thousands of hours developing a particular relationship that deserves to live onstage. Their efforts have been rewarded: they have performed all wear bowlers the world over for people of every age and stripe. And as Berkeley is filled with people of every age and stripe, we thought they’d be a nice fit here as well.

Welcome to the third production of this eclectic season. We thank you for your curiosity, your sense of humor and for the delight you take in being surprised.

Tony Taccone
Artistic Director
sing. move. write. act.
explore. imagine. create.

classes for every age,
every level begin january 8
visit berkeleyrep.org/school,
email school@berkeleyrep.org
or call 510.647.2972
looking for the perfect holiday present? give the gift of berkeley rep!

You want to give your friends an evening on the town, but aren’t sure what they’ve seen—or want to see.

Give them a Berkeley Rep gift certificate and

• They see the shows they want: Our gift certificates never expire, and can be redeemed at any time—even on the night of the performance!
• You choose your gift’s value: Give a single ticket…or an entire season, the choice is yours—and the price is just as flexible.
• All you have to do is pick up the phone: Call the box office at 510.647.2949. We’ll do the rest.

Gift certificates are a great way to show appreciation for clients and co-workers too! For more information, call 510.647.2949 or click berkeleyrep.org/tickets.

happy holidays!
It’s that time of year: we’re making our lists and checking them twice. As you flip through the pages of tonight’s program you will notice that we are concluding 2006 by publishing our own list of people who have been very, very nice. The list is long. In fact, it includes over 3,000 generous individuals who have contributed to Berkeley Rep’s annual fund throughout the past year, with gifts ranging from $5 to many times that.

We’ve always valued the sense of “ownership” this audience and this community have felt for Berkeley Rep, and we’ve taken great pride in that sense of ownership. Three thousand individual contributions, made by people who also purchase tickets, is an instructive illustration of what community ownership really means. What it means to me is that many people understand that our ability to provide free and discounted tickets to an economically diverse community requires subsidy, that providing thousands of hours of classroom programming in schools throughout the Bay Area requires subsidy and that investment in development of original artistic voices is an effort with such a long-term payback that it will only happen with subsidy. What it means to me is that 3,000 people share our sense that these are worthy aspirations for a non-profit theatre and are willing to help us achieve them.

When you leave the theatre tonight, I hope you’ll thank those individuals and institutions whose names you recognize for their help in bringing this evening’s production to you. And I hope you’ll consider adding your name to the list. Three thousand is an awfully nice number, but 6,000 is even nicer. Your gift matters.

Warmly,

Susie Medak
Managing Director
adding it all up: target® story builders-in-residence
one hour + one program + one vision =
one artistically empowered elementary school classroom
BY ELENA MULRONEY AND JESSICA MODRALL

one hour
“Kids can do way more than we expect them to do,” said Daly Jordan-Koch, a second-grade teacher at Widenmann Elementary School. “They can read a book, create a play and do a performance in an hour. All they need are the tools.”

Target® Story Builders is an hour-long program designed by the Berkeley Rep School of Theatre to strengthen students’ literary and artistic tools. In the program, students create an original performance based on a storybook by using activities that support and strengthen California’s curricular standards. Teachers start the process by choosing a book that has been recommended by the California Department of Education, honored with awards from major literary institutions and approved by the School of Theatre. Berkeley Rep pairs the teacher and classroom with a trained teaching artist, who leads exercises that explore the story through voice, movement, improvisation, thematic analysis and other skills suggested by the state standards for second- and fourth-grade education. Finally, students create an original performance based on the book, inspired by the exercises with the teaching artists and expertly executed at the end of just one hour.

one program
When asked to describe his class’s first session with Target® Story Builders, Jordan-Koch immediately mentioned the “incredible match” that the program had with his reading comprehension curriculum, saying that “the total physical response” had a great impact on his students who were just learning English. “It allowed for a great collaboration between the students,” Jordan-

“I had a lot of fun playing the drama games and using my imagination. I had a wonderful time when we had to make sound effects [sic]. So I just want to thank you for taking your time to help us open our imaginations.”
—Audrey, fourth grade

“Thank you for letting me be an actress and telling us a story.”
—Sachi, second grade
Koch said, "bridging the different ethnicities present in the classroom." He immediately booked a second session.

Now in its third year, the program is expanding to reach more classrooms and offer in-class residencies—multiple-visit packages for classrooms interested in exploring more than one story. The residencies allow students to cultivate complexity in their storytelling, build trust in their creative abilities and develop a dialogue between theatre, literature and community. As one of the first recipients of a Target® Story Builders in-class residency, third-grade teacher Belinda Dumlao said, “All the other teachers were very envious. Offering one session is great—but one day is too short! A residency is nice for kids who don’t get this kind of exposure. They looked forward to it every week.”

one vision: bill schaff
Last season, Bill Schaff underwrote a six-week Target® Story Builders in-class residency for Belinda Dumlao’s class at the Haight Elementary School in Alameda. At the time, Schaff was serving on the boards of both Berkeley Rep and the Alameda Unified School District, and was looking for a way to increase student involvement with literature and the arts.

“Target® Story Builders seemed like an ideal fit for reading and literacy,” he said. “I put it together with the district to help the kindergarten through fifth-grade literacy programs in Alameda. And when I watched the program at Haight, the kids were very animated, involved and interactive—they’d really learned how to break down the scenes and themes of the story. I liked how all the kids got involved, and how they used great body expression, teamwork and community effort.”

Thanks to Schaff, the 20 students in Dumlao’s class gained extended exposure to the Target® Story Builders curriculum. He plans to continue his efforts to build a bridge between Berkeley Rep and local schools, citing that “any program that builds on literacy and enhances our efforts within the district is a great thing.”

As an advocate of education, Bill Schaff embraces the relationship between curricular needs and artistic exploration. Thanks to his vision, Target® Story Builders looks to become a sustainable model of arts education.

one artistically empowered classroom
Target® Story Builders can transform a classroom in just one session: students learn to work together, project their voices, create characters and act with confidence. In two sessions, these skills can be reinforced—and in three, solidified.

Given one hour or an entire in-class residency, Target® Story Builders builds an artistic bridge between Berkeley Rep and the Bay Area—one hour, one vision, one classroom at a time.

Program pricing is on a sliding scale according to financial needs of individual schools, thanks to sponsorship from Target and Union Bank of California. Educators purchasing the program for their class enjoy special discounts.

Share Berkeley Rep with your child’s second- or fourth-grade classroom by giving them the gift of Target® Story Builders! To book a session, or for more information, please e-mail shathaway@berkeleyrep.org, call 510.647.2974 or visit berkeleyrep.org/school.

“I really liked the story ‘La Mariposa.’ My favorite part of the workshop was making the sounds. The story really helped, because we are doing a Spanish unit right now and it really helped my Spanish vocabulary.” —Niccolo, fourth grade

fast facts
In the two years that Target® Story Builders has gone into schools, they have
• served nearly 6,000 students
• made 269 classroom visits
• visited 106 schools in 23 cities and seven counties

In addition...
• over 70% of the students served attend public schools
• over the past two years, 13 classrooms have received free visits as part of the Title I scholarship program underwritten by Union Bank of California
• nine Title I schools will receive full scholarship visits this year
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Trey, since all wear bowlers started with you, can you talk about its origins?

TL: Before grad school, I had worked with an actress in Philadelphia on a small film of the Ray Bradbury short story “The Laurel and Hardy Love Affair.” She told me I looked like Stan Laurel—this was back when I had hair that stood up a lot—so when I got to school I wanted to learn more about the comedy duo. I actually failed my first-year M.F.A. acting course at U.C. San Diego because I was always in the Geisel Library researching Laurel and Hardy films. I knew I wanted to create a piece about identity, so I was looking for references in their films about the duo’s co-dependence—and they were all over the place. I had many conversations in grad school with dramaturg Scott Horstein and messed around with fellow actor Damian Baldet. Then, when I met Geoff, the real piece began.

How did you meet, and how did you begin collaborating on bowlers?

TL: We met at a party in Philadelphia and hit it off immediately. We spent a very long time arguing over the pronunciation of “numchucks,” which Geoff calls “noon-chucks.” I had also seen him in a show that I enjoyed very much, and thought he might be someone interesting to
work with. I got way more than I expected. He’s a total collaborator…and that’s why I still work with him.

GS: I had a good feeling about Trey right from the start. He was very funny. At some point that summer, he told me he wanted to do something along the lines of Laurel and Hardy and I was very interested. I’ve always loved slapstick of the ’20s and ’30s—it’s stupid and beautiful, easy and virtuosic all at once. We began working later that winter—just for a few days—and had a very good time.

TL: Geoff lived in this giant loft. We just messed around and tried all these bits from Chaplin films and from Laurel and Hardy, trying to recreate what they were doing. We ended up with a lot of split eggs and water—and bruises. We found that we didn’t like pratfalls as much as elegance; that the theatrical world in our show would be mysterious and magical; that bowler hats and problems of identity would permeate the piece; and that Laurel and Hardy were still at the root of it somewhere.

Talk about bringing the show from the loft to the stage.

GS: We got a grant to work with professional clown David Shiner. After four weeks of working alone, we met up with him, armed to the teeth with slapstick bits and gags that were sure to send crowds into hysterics. We showed him our work and he said, “You have nothing. This isn’t even a show.”

TL: David said, “If you don’t have a character, we don’t care about anything.”

GS: We scrapped everything, did a lot of soul-searching and found characters lurking inside of our deepest fears and anxieties. Shiner guided us through a great deal of that work. There’s a scene in the Laurel and Hardy film The Flying Deuces where Hardy is trying to commit suicide in the Seine River. Hardy says, “Ready to jump in?” And Laurel says, “Why do I have to jump in?” Hardy says, “What would you be without me? People would stare at you and wonder what you are, and I wouldn’t be there to tell them.” As Trey mentioned, this idea of identity and the dependence on someone else to define oneself is found throughout these films. Trey’s first love of Laurel and Hardy came from this “identity problem,” and the question “what is Laurel without Hardy?” They’re two halves of one whole.

After working on this show for so long, would you say you are two halves of one whole?

TL: Geoff and I are so different from one another. But that difference is what makes it work. Laurel and Hardy were the fat one and the thin one, whereas we are more the hard and soft. The direct and indirect. In our differences we complement each other very well. The differences and disagreements lead to the great stuff.

GS: Trey will analyze a situation, weigh pros and cons and deal with things perhaps with more sensitivity and grace. Whereas I blindly blunder into situations with a lot of energy, but sometimes without much intelligence. These traits are kind of the cornerstones of our characters. Maybe we’re more like Vladimir and Estragon [from Beckett’s play Waiting for Godot], wandering around on the road to nowhere. Or maybe Jacob and Esau—I’m hairy, he’s not…. What was the question again?

Were you surprised by what you found as you developed all wear bowlers?

GS: Yes—definitely! You always begin with really concrete things that you are sure must find their way into the piece: a lot of gags with trick hats that would burst into flames or start emitting steam…and none of it made it into the show. Instead, the good stuff was what happened between us, often in the moment, and often in front of an audience. The “invisible man” sequence in the show, we literally found in front of a mirror, playing with a third hat. All of a sudden it was like, “There’s a guy there!!” I remember many hours banging our heads against the wall finding nothing. And then there was suddenly a “form” to the nothing. The nothing, we realized, was there between us—literally playing a part in the show. The nothing was kind of the main character in a way.

Speaking of nothing—aside from the title, how did Samuel Beckett influence your writing or performance of bowlers?

TL: Beckett was there from the beginning. With our theatrical history, you can’t put two guys in bowler hats onstage without his being a major resonance. At the core of the piece, we’re in a modern Godot. But instead of waiting, we are keeping ourselves incredibly busy.

GS: In Godot, you have two people who digress to pass the time, to find an “occupation,” and continuously find themselves “faced with the void.” But our characters, Earnest and Wyatt, are actually trying to get out of the theatre, but find themselves unwitting participants in a comic routine. Everything they try to do—from read a newspaper to drink water—all becomes a “performance.” I suppose the play is saying, in this very neurotic way, that we are always in the midst of performance. There are people everywhere, watching you. And as they watch you, anything you try to do becomes a performance of whatever it was you were trying to do.

Speaking of performing, what do you enjoy most about clowning in general?

TL: I don’t think we consider ourselves “clowns.” Those guys dedicate years of their lives to perfect one gag. We really are actors who have gotten the amazing chance to play in the clown world for a while. I think what is most beautiful is that clowning is the true heart of theatre. The barest, most open place for a performer to be in…and that is very exciting, very rewarding and extremely humbling.

GS: I think it’s seeing the audience. You know immediately if something is successful or not. If they’re laughing, it succeeds, if they’re not—you suck. It’s basic. But then there is also this endless play of logic with the clown, following every crazy turn of thought and the audience, if they’re with you, will follow. I really love that.
existential clowns: \textit{all wear bowlers} and the theatre of the absurd

\textit{BY MADELEINE OLDHAM}
Absurdist plays peaked during the 1950s and early '60s, originating in Europe and making their way to the States shortly after. The word “absurdism” commonly applies to the theatre, though it is sometimes used in reference to other art forms. Absurdism derives from existential literature and was part of a philosophical movement that developed in response to the monumental-scale devastation and loss of life that World War II left in its wake. A desolate mood among intellectuals struggling to pinpoint the meaning of life led them to conclude that in fact, life had no purpose at all.

The American Heritage Dictionary defines absurdism, in part, as: “holding that humans exist in a meaningless, irrational universe and that any search for order by them will bring them into direct conflict with this universe.” This could arguably serve as the plot synopsis for any absurdist play. Interesting, that contained within this definition is the word conflict: the very essence of drama. However, a driving, event-based storyline does not feature in this type of work. Rather, meandering action and the absence of a plot destination parallel the idea that life doesn’t go anywhere and has no meaning. Though this outlook paints a bleak picture and highlights the futility of the human experience, a paradoxical flipside exists: a freeing kind of symbolism in having no plot—it’s a blank slate. Anything can happen. It leaves room for the imagination. And by dwelling in the duality of hopelessness and possibility, absurdist playwrights hit upon a universal nerve: that the preposterousness of those two things coexisting was really quite funny.

The public response to this new genre, however, encompassed wide-ranging opinions. In a time where naturalism reigned supreme and writers like Eugene O’Neill, Arthur Miller and William Inge dominated Broadway, the Theatre of the Absurd (a term coined by critic Martin Esslin in the '60s) offered an alternative to their naturalistic approach. But absurdist plays were often labeled pretentious due to their intellectual roots and obscure nature. This label was famously refuted by a historic production of Waiting for Godot at San Quentin Prison. The prisoners were deeply moved by the piece, and it’s even said that references from the play are folded into prison-speak there to this day. In the 1956 New York Times review of Waiting for Godot’s Broadway debut, Brooks Atkinson says that the character of Gogo “seems to stand for all the stumbling, bewildered people of the earth who go on living without knowing why.”

all wear bowlers’ co-creators, Geoff Sobelle and Trey Lyford, do not hesitate to acknowledge the debt they owe to Beckett’s seminal piece. The title is taken from an opening stage direction in Godot, where Beckett addresses the millinery situation of his four characters by stating that “all wear bowlers.” Sobelle notes the everyman symbolism inherent in this choice: “There was a time when every single person on the street wore a bowler hat. It was a symbol of the aspiring middle class. We’ve often said that it was like today’s cell phone; literally everybody had it. It crossed all class boundaries. The bowler hats themselves were filled with philosophical and psychological meaning. And, of course, Beckett knew that, and made Waiting for Godot out of it.”

Since the ‘60s, absurdist theatre has quieted down. Some speculate that when the initial surprise of the unexpected plotlessness disappeared, the genre lost its ability to make a statement. Though Beckett, Ionesco and early Pinter are still regularly performed, new plays that descend directly from absurdism are few and far between. But Sobelle and Lyford embraced the absurdist tradition when they created all wear bowlers, and have generated a production that carries on that heritage, while maintaining an astonishingly refreshing visual imagination; leaving us with the feeling that we’re seeing something simultaneously new and familiar. In addition to nurturing its absurdist roots, the show pays homage to silent films, surrealist art and slapstick comedy—all of which combine to bring these existential clowns to life. But it’s ultimately the Theatre of the Absurd that paved the way for all wear bowlers to exist.
spotlight on kathy kellner griffith
tailor celebrates 20 years at berkeley rep

October 2 looked like any other day for Kathy Kellner Griffith. The San Lorenzo resident was up to her ears in pins and plaid swatches as she worked in the costume shop, joking with the people sewing nearby — but the day marked the tailor’s 20th anniversary with Berkeley Repertory Theatre.

Kathy’s career at Berkeley Rep began in 1986, as a stitcher for its production of Charles Dickens’ *Hard Times*. She recalls making a velvet coat for Laurence Ballard, a lavender dress for Michelle Morain and two shirts for Jarion Monroe. “We were so far behind for that show,” she laughs, “that [former Artistic Director] Sharon Ott was sitting next to me sewing buttons at eight o’clock on opening night. That would never happen now, because we work smarter. Everything’s ready days before opening.”

Now, 153 shows and thousands of costumes later, Kathy is Berkeley Rep’s master tailor. This means she’s responsible for making patterns, supervising construction and overseeing alterations of men’s costumes — as many as 75 pieces for each show, with seven shows a year.

Literally miles of fabric have flown through Kathy’s fingers, yet there are some costumes that she’ll never forget: “There was the gorgeous coat lined with ‘wolf fur’ for Michael Winters in *The Life of Galileo*; James Carpenter’s long, billowy ‘man skirt’ for the fashion show in *Fêtes de la Nuit*; and the frock coat with the horizontal stripes that Warren Keith wore in *Rhinoceros*. And I loved all of *Culture Clash’s Zorro in Hell* — because I’d never done that period before. The high-waisted pants, cummerbunds, and bolero jackets look so good, and the Culture Clash guys are so fun.

“I also love fitting Geoff Hoyle,” Kathy chuckles, “even though it’s impossible to get him to stand still. Once he’s in the clothes, he’s off doing his shtick from the show and you’re chasing after him with the pins. It’s like a private performance.”

Not every fitting is so enjoyable, however. “Once I was trying a coat on J. Michael Flynn for a Marivaux play,” she recalls. “I was trying to pull it tight around the shoulders when my hand slipped and accidentally punched him in the jaw! Luckily he had a sense of humor.”

An ability to laugh is a prerequisite for Kathy’s job. “My favorite thing, and the reason I’ve been here for 20 years, is the people,” she says. People may come and go — and in the case of actors like Geoff Hoyle and Jarion Monroe, come again — but the costume shop is always filled with laughter. “We have a lot of fun in the shop. Particularly at the end of a hectic build, we’re just cracking up.”

Donors get to peek inside the costume shop and see Kathy’s work in progress on special donor backstage tours. Click berkeleyrep.org/give or call 510.647.2907 to make your gift and reserve your space for the next tour on February 3.
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This show is 75 minutes in length
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all wear bowlers was first produced professionally by 1812 Productions in Philadelphia as part of the Independence Cabaret Series and was originally developed at HERE Arts Center through HERE Artist Residency Program (HARP)

The Actors and Stage Manager employed in this production are members of the Actors’ Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors and Stage Managers in the United States.
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“A spellbinding stunner...the laughs trail into gulps and gasps.”
— New York Times
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trey lyford  
(Co-Creator/Wyatt) is a New York-based theatre artist and co-artistic director of rainpan43. The company followed the success of all wear bowlers (which was nominated for a Drama Desk Award and won a New York Innovative Theatre Award in 2005) with the sold-out premiere of its new work, Amnesia Curiosa, at the Philadelphia Live Arts Festival this past summer. Trey has performed in national and international venues including the Actors Theatre of Louisville, Edinburgh’s Aurora Nova, L.A.’s Center Theatre Group, Folger Theatre, London’s Gate Theatre, HBO Comedy Festival, HERE, La Jolla Playhouse, Sydney Opera House and Soho Repertory Theater. In addition to creating his own work, Trey is an associate artist with Obie Award-winning theatre company The Civilians, helping to create Gone Missing, [I am] Nobody’s Lunch and Paris Commune. Locally, he was involved in the creation of Hapless at Intersection for the Arts with the Joe Goode Performance Group, and in Philadelphia worked with Pig Iron Theatre Company to create Joan of Arc. This spring, Trey will begin development on machines, machines, machines, machines, machines, machines, machines, machines, machines with Geoff Sobelle and Quinn Bauriedel, as well as collaborate with actor Daoud Heidami in the original work currently titled I Am Brown. He is a graduate of Vassar College and has an M.F.A. from the University of California at San Diego. Trey currently lives in Brooklyn with his beautiful wife and their dog.

geoff sobelle  
(Co-Creator/Ear-nest) is the co-artistic director of rainpan43. He is a Philadelphia-based theatre artist, where he is a company member of the Pig Iron Theatre Company, an Obie Award–winning, ensemble-based physical theatre company that has just celebrated its ten-year anniversary. Regional credits include Hal in Proof and Jacques/Oliver/Silvius in As You Like It with Arden Theatre Company, Sebastian in Twelfth Night at Folger Theatre and Antipholus of Ephesus in The Comedy of Errors at Lantern Theatre Company as well as Kinesias in Lysistrata and Lucky in Waiting for Godot at Stanford University. Geoff was awarded an Independence Foundation Fellowship and a grant from the Philadelphia Theatre Initiative (PTI) to create all wear bowlers with Trey, which won an Innovative Theatre Award in New York and was nominated for a Drama Desk Award. He recently received a second grant from PTI to produce an absurdist Rube Goldberg-inspired piece, machines machines machines machines machines machines machines machines next season in Philadelphia with rainpan43. He has been nominated for three Barrymore Awards — including the prestigious F. Otto Haas Award for Emerging Philadelphia Theatre Artist — and was named “Best Theater Talent 2004” by Philadelphia Magazine. Most recently, he received a 2006 Pew Fellowship in the Arts as a performance artist. Geoff is a graduate of Stanford and trained at Ecole Jacques Lecoq in Paris, France.

aleksandra wolska  
(Director) holds a Ph.D. from Stanford in dramatic theatre and criticism and an M.F.A. in directing from Boston University. She is a member of Rainshadow Film Company, the co-founder of Stanford Summer Theater (SST) and a former assistant professor of theatre arts at the University of Minnesota. At SST, Aleksandra directed two works by Max Frisch (Biedermann and Firebugs), Eugene Ionesco’s The Chairs, Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for Godot and When the Shark Bites, an adaptation of Bertolt Brecht’s texts. She has conducted extensive research and study of Renaissance drama, Shakespeare, performance theory and phenomenology of performance. Aleksandra is currently completing her book on early modern stage practices entitled Shakespeare’s Enchanted Objects: Alchemical Transformations on the Renaissance Stage.

randy “igleu” glickman  
(Lighting Designer) likes cats, tea and lighting. Igleu first met Trey while giving a tour of the theatre at Vassar College; he tried to convince Trey not to attend. Years later they met again at U.C. San Diego and became friends. He has been collaborating with rainpan43 on all wear bowlers since 2002. He is also a company member of the Hypothetical Theatre Company and Irondale Ensemble Project in New York City. His other credits include work at Clubbed Thumb, Luna Stage and Mint Theatre Company. He can sometimes be found designing lighting for homes of the rich and famous around New York. Igleu holds a B.A. from Vassar and an M.F.A. in design from U.C. San Diego. He lives in New Jersey with his wife and daughter.

tara webb  
(Costume Designer) is a freelance theatre artist working towards an M.A. in visual culture at New York University. Since moving to New York in 1998, she has collaborated with theatre companies as well as individual artists in many different capacities. Tara has been a close confederate of Collapsible [sic] Giraffe, designing costumes for productions of 3 Virgins, Bend Your Mind Off and Witch Mountain, Black Tarantula, and performing in Letters from the Earth. Tara also worked for six years as...
the costume and video assistant at the The Wooster Group. Her more recent costume designs include Cynthia Hopkins’ operettas Accidental Nostalgia and Must Don’t Whip ‘Um, The Theatre of a Two-Headed Cal’s Kabuki-style production of Major Barbara and the Flying Carpet Theatre’s production of Lilliom. Tara also designs video and is currently working on Lisa D’Amour’s Stanley 2006, an imaginative integration of video technique and performance based around the Stanley Kowalski character from A Streetcar Named Desire. Stanley 2006 debuts at HERE Arts Center in October.

james sugg
(Sound Designer) is an actor, sound designer and composer/musician who draws from all three disciplines to create his work in any of them. He is a member of Pig Iron Theatre Company and has worked with Actors Theatre of Louisville, Arden Theatre Company, Folger Theatre, Freedom Theatre, Lantern Theatre Company, Lucidty Suitcase Intercontinental, Princeton University, Seattle Repertory Theatre, University of the Arts and The Wilma Theater. His work has been recognized with five Barrymores for Outstanding Sound Design, including the F. Otto Haas Award for Emerging Philadelphia Theatre Artist. Most recently, he composed country/bluegrass tunes for the Mark Twain musical A Murder, A Mystery and A Marriage, which premiered during the spring of 2006 at Delaware Theatre Company.

michael glass
(Filmmaker) holds an M.F.A. in filmmaking from New York University and a B.A. in psychology from Stanford. He is a founding member of Spillfilm, an ensemble of stage writers and actors working in film. Michael’s recent work includes Little Gold Men, which Spillfilm created with Geoff and Trey.

michael friedman
(Film Score Composer) is the composer/lyricist of The Civilians’ productions [I Am] Nobody’s Lunch, Gone Missing and Canard, Canard, Goose? In New York, Michael’s work has also been heard at The Acting Company, La MaMa Experimental Theatre Club, New York Theatre Workshop, Playwrights Horizons, PS122, The Public Theater, Roundabout Theatre Company, Second Stage Theatre, Signature Theatre Company, Soho Repertory Theatre and Theatre for a New Audience. His regional credits include work at American Repertory Theatre, London’s Gate Theatre, Hartford Stage, Humana Festival, Huntington Theatre Company, The Kennedy Center and Soho Theatre in London, as well as seven seasons at Williamstown Theatre Festival. Michael’s film work includes On Common Ground and Affair Game. He was the dramaturg for the recent Broadway revival of A Raisin in the Sun, directed by Kenny Leon. Currently, Michael is working on commissions from La Jolla Playhouse, Huntington Theatre Company, The Kennedy Center, Playwrights Horizons, The Foundry Theatre and The Civilians. He is an artistic associate at New York Theatre Workshop, was a MacDowell Fellow and is a founding associate artist of the Obie Award-winning Civilians.

edward e. haynes jr.
(Scenic Design) is happy to return to Berkeley Rep, where he last designed Having Our Say. This fall Ed designed Native Son for Seattle’s Intiman Theatre. For the last 17 years, he has served as the resident scenic designer for Center Theatre Group in Los Angeles, where he has designed for the Mark Taper Forum and Kirk Douglas Theatre. His work has also been seen at Alabama Shakespeare Festival, The Alley Theatre, Hollywood Bowl, La Jolla Playhouse, Los Angeles Theatre Center, Odyssey Theatre Ensemble, Shakespeare Santa Cruz, South Coast Repertory, Trinity Repertory Company, The Tiffany Theater and many other theatres he can’t remember. Ed recently designed Hip Hop Harry for the Discovery Kids/TLC Channel and served as production designer for FoxTV’s Culture Clash.

michelle blair
(Stage Manager) is thrilled to work with Trey and Geoff again on all wear bowlers after stage managing the show at the Kirk Douglas Theatre and La Jolla Playhouse as well as their show Amnesia Curiosa at Philadelphia Live Arts Festival. Michelle has worked extensively in Los Angeles for Center Theatre Group, including Nightingale, Without Walls, Lewis and Clark Reach the Euphrates, Flight, Nothing But The Truth, Stones In His Pockets, Topdog/Underdog, Sez She, The Legend of Alex, and “QED” at Lincoln Center Theater. She is an ensemble member of Cornerstone Theatre Company, where she stage managed As You Like It: A California Concoction at Pasadena Playhouse, A Long Bridge Over Deep Waters at Ford Amphitheatre and You Can’t Take It With You: An American Muslim Remix at the Los Angeles Theatre Center. Michelle is a graduate of the University of Southern California and the University of Amsterdam.

tony taccone
(Artistic Director) is in his tenth year as artistic director of Berkeley Rep, where he has staged more than 35 shows, including the world premieres of Continental Divide, The Convict’s Return, Culture Clash in AmericaCa, The First 100 Years, Geni(us), Ravenshead and Virgin Molly. He commissioned Tony Kushner’s renowned Angels in America, co-directed its world premiere at the Taper and has collaborated with Kushner on six projects. Their latest piece, Brundibar, debuted at Berkeley Rep and then traveled to New Haven and New York City. Tony recently made his Broadway debut with Bridge & Tunnel, which was universally lauded by the critics and earned a Tony Award for its star, Sarah Jones. He also staged the show’s record-breaking off-Broadway run, workshoped it for Broadway at Berkeley Rep and directed Jones’ previous hit, Surface Transit. In 2004, his production of Continental Divide transferred to the Barbican in London after playing the Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Berkeley Rep and England’s Birmingham Rep. His other regional credits include Actors Theatre of Louisville, Arizona Rep, La Jolla Playhouse, San Jose Rep, Seattle Rep and San Francisco’s Eureka Theatre, where he served six years as artistic director.

susie medak
(Managing Director) has served as Berkeley Rep’s managing director since 1990, leading the administration and operations of the Theatre. She is president of the League of Resident Theatres (LORT) and recently completed two terms on the board of Theatre.
Communications Group (TCG), where she served three years as treasurer. Susie has served extensively with the National Endowment for the Arts’ (NEA) Theatre Program panel, as well as on NEA panels in three other areas: Overview, Prescreening and Creation & Presentation. She has chaired panels for both the Preservation & Heritage and the Education & Access programs, also serving as an onsite reporter for many years. In addition, she led two theatre panels for the Massachusetts Arts Council. Closer to home, Susie is a commissioner of the Downtown Business Improvement District, former vice president of the Downtown Berkeley Association and founding chair of the Berkeley Arts in Education Steering Committee for Berkeley Unified School District and the Berkeley Cultural Trust. A proud member of the Mont Blanc Ladies’ Literary Guild and Trekking Society, Susie lives in Berkeley with her husband and son.

Les waters
(Associate Artistic Director) is in his fourth year as associate artistic director of Berkeley Rep, where he has staged Eurydice, Fêtes de la Nuit, Finn in the Underworld, The Glass Menagerie, The Mystery of Irma Vep, Suddenly Last Summer and Yellowman. He won an Obie Award for Big Love, directing its premiere at the Humana Festival and subsequent runs at Berkeley Rep, Brooklyn Academy of Music, Goodman Theatre and Long Wharf Theater. Elsewhere in America, he has staged work at A.C.T., Connelly Theatre, the Guthrie, La Jolla Playhouse, Marin Theater Company, The Public Theater, Signature Theatre, Steppenwolf Theatre and Yale Rep. In his native England, Les has directed for the Bristol Old Vic, Hampstead Theatre Club, Joint Stock Theatre Group, National Theatre, Royal Court Theatre and Traverse Theatre Club. He often works with prominent playwrights like Caryl Churchill and Charles Mee, and champions important new voices, such as Jordan Harrison and Sarah Ruhl. The former head of the M.F.A. directing program at U.C. San Diego, Les’ many honors include a Drama-Logue Award, an Edinburgh Fringe First Award, a KPBS Patte and several awards from critics’ circles in the Bay Area, Connecticut and Tokyo.

Wayne Jordan & Quinn Delaney
(Season Producers) have enjoyed Berkeley Rep’s performances for a number of years. Wayne is a real estate investor and developer in the Bay Area and serves on Berkeley Rep’s board of trustees. Quinn runs a Bay Area foundation and is involved with a number of progressive institutions, including serving as chair of the ACLU of Northern California.

The Strauch Kulhanjian Family
(Executive Producers) Roger Strauch is president emeritus of Berkeley Rep’s board of trustees. He is chairman of The Roda Group (www.rodagroup.com), a venture development company based in Berkeley, best known for launching Ask Jeeves. Roger is on the board of directors of GameReady, Sightspeed and Cardstore, all located in the East Bay. Roger is a member of the Engineering Dean’s College Advisory Boards of Cornell University and U.C. Berkeley. He is an executive member of the board of trustees for the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley and co-founded the William Saroyan Chair in Armenian Studies at U.C. Berkeley. His wife, Julie A. Kulhanjian, is an attending physician at Oakland Children’s Hospital. They have three children.

Peter Pervere & Georgia Cassel
(producers) are enthusiastic supporters of Berkeley Rep. Peter retired from a career as a financial officer for East Bay software companies Sybase and Commerce One and joined Berkeley Rep’s board of trustees in 2002. He also serves on the boards of several technology companies. Georgia is recently retired from a career as a licensed clinical social worker, practicing in Alameda and Contra Costa Counties. Peter and Georgia live in Piedmont and have two children: Jill, 22 and Jordan, 20.

The Mechanics Bank
(Production Sponsor) Founded over a century ago, The Mechanics Bank has become a leading regional community bank: independent, family-owned and a provider of full banking services to individuals, families and businesses. With 30 offices in the Bay Area and assets of over $2.5 billion, the Bank is large...
enough to serve all the diverse needs of its clientele with the latest technology, while still maintaining its well-known brand of personal service. The Mechanics Bank is a long-time supporter of Berkeley Repertory Theatre’s arts education programs, and is proud to sponsor this production of all wear bowlers.

bart
(Season Sponsor) Voted America’s number one transit system in 2005, the Bay Area Rapid Transit District is a 104-mile, automated rapid transit system serving over three million people. Forty-three BART stations are located in Alameda, Contra Costa, San Francisco and San Mateo Counties. Trains traveling up to 80 mph now connect San Francisco to SFO, as well as other San Mateo County destinations. The East Bay communities that BART serves stretch north to Richmond, east to Pittsburg/Bay Point, west to Dublin/Pleasanton and south to Fremont. BART’s mission is to provide safe, reliable, economical and energy-efficient means of transportation. Since opening in September 1972, BART has safely carried more than 1.5 billion passengers more than 18 billion passenger-miles. BART stations are fully accessible to disabled persons. BART’s current weekday ridership is approximately 320,000.

wells fargo
(Season Sponsor) has been the top corporate giver to Bay Area nonprofits for five consecutive years. On behalf of our 16,000 Bay Area team members, Wells Fargo recognizes Berkeley Repertory Theatre for its leadership in supporting the performing arts and its programs. More than 140 years ago, Wells Fargo stagecoaches brought actors, musicians and other performing artists to the West. As the oldest and largest financial services company headquartered in California, Wells Fargo has top financial professionals providing business banking, investments, brokerage, trust, mortgage, insurance, commercial and consumer finance and much more. For more than 154 years, Wells Fargo has helped generations of families build, manage, preserve and transfer wealth with personalized advice and services. Talk to a Wells Fargo banker today to see how we can help you become more financially successful.

The Educated Audience
2007 Theatre Tours
Quality tours at bargain prices

- New York City: May 28 – June 4
- London: June 26 – July 12
- Ashland: September 4 – 9

Call Toni at 510-848-8234
www.educatedaudience.com
special thanks

Trey and Geoff of rainpan43 would especially like to thank the following amazing people and organizations for their incredible generosity in contributing invaluable financial assistance in the creation of all wear bowlers:

full blown mystics:

really really nice:
Bob and Binnie Holum, Bob and Val Mendez, Diane Middlebrook Revocable Trust, Diana Reeves, Deborah Richards (Contemp-Art), Charles and Mary Ann Ritchie (Starrich Foundation), Mike and Sal Ritchie, Toby Tumarkin

buddy ol’ pals:
Jinny and Mark Ewald, Evans Hankey, Charles Holm and Linda Huang, John and Barbara Holm, Gail Lerner and Colin Campbell, James K. McAdam, Aaron Posner, Bob and Beth Reamy, Lee Reamy, Steve and Nicole Ritchie, Walt Jones and Amy Scholl, Stefanie Sobelle, Jim Winker

chums:
William and Marilyn Bauriedel, Joe Canuso and Trish Kelly, Dave and Cherry Fleischer, Bill Gross, Kenneth and Marsha Holm, Adam Koplan, Charlie Oates, Adam Seelig

Now.

When you want to know.
We acknowledge the following donors whose contributions from October 2005 through October 2006 helped to make possible the Theatre’s artistic and community outreach programs. Supporters noted with + made gifts in-kind. Funders whose names are noted with ★ have used a matching gift to double or triple their initial contribution.

season sponsors

leadership council
gifts of $100,000 or more
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
The William Randolph Hearst Foundation
The Ira and Leonore Gershwin Philanthropic Fund
The William & Flora Hewlett Foundation
The James Irvine Foundation
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
The Mosse Foundation for the Arts and Education
The Bernard Osher Foundation
The Shubert Foundation
The Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust

gifts of $50,000 or more
Walter & Elise Haas Fund
The Phyllis C. Wattis Foundation

gifts of $25,000 or more
Koret Foundation Funds
Alexander M. and June L. Maisin Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
The San Francisco Foundation
Steven Spielberg’s Righteous Persons Foundation

partners
gifts of $5,000 or more
Anonymous
AutoDesk+
Armanino McKenna LLP
Bank of America
Bayer HealthCare
S.D. Bechtel, Jr. Foundation
Berkeley Civic Arts Program and Commission
Eva Benson Buck Charitable Trusts
Ciff Bar Inc.
Deloitte Financial Advisory Services
Farella Braun + Martell LLP
Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
Farella Braun + Martell
Foley & Lardner LLP
MBV Law LLP
McKinsey & Company
Mercedes-Benz USA
Morgan Stanley
Oakland Fund for the Arts
Panoramic Interests
Ruegg & Ellsworth
The Safeway Foundation
The Shenandoah Foundation in Honor of Roger Hoag
Solstice Press+
Sonnensohn, Nath & Rosenthal LLP
UBS Financial Services Inc.
von Loeben Seils/RemmeRock Foundation
Caffé Venezia+

investors
gifts of $2,500 or more
Bingham McCutchen, LLC
Civic Foundation
In Dulci Jubilo
La Note Restaurant Provencal+
The Mechanics Bank
Rich Edwards Imagery+
The Ritz-Carlton, San Francisco+
SemiFreid’s+
Smith Companies Dental Products

sustainers
gifts of $1,000 or more
AMB Property Corporation
Alameda County Arts Commission
Bogatin, Corman & Gold+
Berkeley Historical Society+
California Arts Council
Joyce & William Brantman Foundation
Jazzcafé+
Kochis Fitz
Maxcomm Associates
Meet the Composers Creative Connections
Victor & Esther Rozen Foundation
Scharffen Berger Chocolate Maker+
Sybase Inc.
Bernard & Alba Witkin Charitable Foundation

matching gifts
The following companies have matched their employees’ contributions to Berkeley Rep. Please call the Development Department at 510.647.2905 to find out if your company matches gifts.

3 Com · Adobe Systems · AMD · American Continental Insurance Co. · American Express · Argonaut Group · AT&T · Baker & McKenzie · Bank of America Corp. · Charles Schwab Co. · Chase Manhattan Corp. · ChevronTexaco · Citigroup Foundation · Compaq Computer Corp. · DFS Group Limited · First Quadrant, L.P. · Fremont Group Foundation · Gateway Co. Inc · Gap, Inc · General Re Corporation · GlaxoSmithKline · Google · Gordon & Rees, LLP · Guidant · Hewlett Foundation · IBM · Janus John Wiley & Sons, Inc. · Johnson & Johnson · Kemper Insurance Company · Lucent Technologies · Macy’s/Federated Department Stores Inc. · May Company · McGraw-Hill Cos. · Merrill Lynch Co. · Microsoft · Monsanto Fund · Morrison & Foerster, LLP · Northern Trust · Packard Foundation · Pitney Bowes · Pohlad Family Charities · Providian Financial · Prudential Insurance Co. of America · Ralston Purina · SBC Communications, Inc. · Sun Microsystems · Transmeta · TRW Foundation · Union Bank of California · West Group · Xerox · YCI (Shaklee)

season sponsors

lead corporate sponsors

AmericanAirlines®

Sonic

Vodafone

Foundation, corporate and government sponsors
The 2005/06 Season was a great success with critically acclaimed productions, both here at home and across the country. Following its success here, *Brundibar* traveled to Yale Rep and then to the New Victory Theatre in New York, where it was lauded by the *New York Times*. A year after directing the workshop here, Artistic Director Tony Taccone made his Broadway directorial debut in January with Sarah Jones’ *Bridge and Tunnel*, which garnered Ms. Jones a Tony Award for her performance. This spring *The Glass Menagerie*, starring the inimitable Rita Moreno, broke box office records at Berkeley Rep. And when Les Waters staged Sarah Ruhl’s *Eurydice* at Yale Rep in September, the *New York Times* raved it was “devastatingly lovely.” Ms. Ruhl, who is under commission for a new play at Berkeley Rep, was also recently awarded a prestigious MacArthur Genius Grant.

For all of Berkeley Rep’s accomplishments, equally as important is its audience. Without you, there simply wouldn’t be a Theatre. And we are enormously grateful to the more than 3,100 patrons who also made a contribution to the Annual Fund last season, helping us meet our fundraising goal of $3.3 million. It is the support of our community that keeps Berkeley Rep vibrant and strong. Nearly half of the Theatre’s budget comes from contributions — every gift matters. We acknowledge the following contributors who made a donation to the Annual Fund during the 2005/06 Season. Thank you!

**season producers / $50,000 & up**
Anonymous (2)
Marcia & John Goldman
Wayne Jordan & Quinn Delaney

**producers / $10,000–24,999**
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Anonymous (8)
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Stephen Belford
Thomas & Tecoah Bruce
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Mary Hamilton
David & Vera Hartford
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**contributors**

**donor circle and associate’s club**

Ted Weber, Jr.
Julie & Rowland Weinstein
Robert & Sheila Weisblatt
Wayne P. Wilson
Charles Wolfram
Evie & Gordon Wozniak

**playwrights / $1,000 – 1,499**

Anonymous (5)
Maria Adair
Roy & Judith Alper
Gene & Pat Angell
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Margo Murray
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John & Judy Roberts
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Jackie & Paul Schaeffer
Liliene & Ed Schneider
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Pete & Judy Thompson
Mr. & Mrs. Gary J. Torre
Len Weller
Jonathan & Kiyi Weiss
Beth & Walt Weissman
Katharine & Daniel Whalen
Grace Williams
Mary Zlot
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Kimo Campbell
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Rafael Costas
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John E. Matthews
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Mark Schoenrock
Barbara & Irving Schwartz
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George & Kathleen Wolf
Moe & Becky Wright
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Anonymous (8)
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Marcia & George Argyris
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Kathy Barry & Bob Burnett
Michele Benjamin
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Stephen Bicknese
Linda Brandenburger
Richard & Marjorie Brody
Rike Burmeister
Frederick Cannon & Jean Mitchell
Carolee Carter & Jess Kitchens
Elmore & Elizabeth Chilton
Sue Cook & Mark Solle
Michael & Sheila Cooper
George & Katherine Couch
Pascale Couderc
Brian Cromwell
John & Stephanie Daines
George Dales
Barbara & Tim Daniels
Mike Destabile
Adrienne Edens
Sue Elkind
Don Erickson
Marjorie Farrell
Ms. Betty L. Feinstein
Tom & Ann French
Mr. & Mrs. Stan Friedman
Kirk & Suanna Flattow
Leigh & Nancy Forbager
Ms. Georgina Franco
Mr. & Mrs. Stan Friedman
Dorothy & Chuck Garber
Joseph Garrett
Mr. John Gertz
Gregory Giska
Judith & Alex Glass
John Gooding
Gail Gordon
Adrienne Graham
Bonnie & Gay Grossman
Alan Harper & Carol Baird
Joe Hartzog
Paula Hawthorn & Michael Ubell
Richard L. Hay
Ms. Betty L. Feinstein
Nicole Henneuse
Richard N. Hill & Nancy Lundeen
Joe Houska & Judy Gruber
Rebecca Hull

Lynda & J. Pearce Hurley, MD
Harold & Lyn Isbell
Jacqueline Jackson
Arthur & Kay James
Naveen Jassal, Jr.
Ms. Miriam John
Jean K. Jones
Patricia & Christopher Keniber
Mary Kimball
Anthony Kosky
Andrew Leavitt
Nancy J. Lee
Allen Leggett
Bonnie Levinson & Dr. Donald Kay
Jane Long
Bertram Lubin
Mary A. Mackey
Frank Mainzer & Lonnie Zwerin in honor of Richard Rubin & Marcia Smolens
Avalon Master
Laura McCrea & Robert Ragucci
Drs. Michael Darby & Toni Martin
Elizabeth E. McDaniel
Robert McDowell
Karen & John McGinn
Ruth Medak
Suzanne Mellard & Lon O’Neill
Caryl & Peter Mezey
Carol Mimura & Jeremy Thorner
Philip Moody
Ron Nakayama
Colleen Neff & H. Kapczynski
Mr. Terry Neil
Jane & Ed Nemeth
Jim Newman
Claire Noonan & Peter Lansbergen
David & Robin Owen
Gerarde Wharton Park
Bernard Petrie
Edward Pike
Will & Joyce Pinney
Charles Pollack & Joanna Cooper
Susan Poncelet
Lelain & Vivian Prussia

**Katherine Randolph**
Ms. Rose M. Ray
Author Reingold
Jonathan & Hillary Reinis
Jim & Ruth Reynolds
Paul & Phyllis Robbins
Tom Roberts
Dr. Jiray Roubinian
Dorothy & George Saxe
Randee & Joseph Seiger
Theodore Shank
Steve & Susan Shortell
Mr. William M. Siegel
Edie Silber
Joel Skidmore
Sian & Stephen Sloan
Jerry & Dick Smallwood
Louise & Bonnie Spiesberger
Robert & Naomi Stamer
Lynn M. & A. Justin Sterling
Carl & Joan Strand
M. Joelle Steefel
Rocky & Gretchen Stone
Tricia Swift
Clyde Taylor
Karen Tiedemann & Geoff Piller
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Van Nest
Dr. Jon Wack
Chris Walker +
Louise & Larry Walker
Emily & Bob Warden
Gary Wayne & Frances Dinkelspiel
Gregory Wetzal
Lawrence & Mary Ann Wight
Paul & Nina Winans
Fred Winslow
Margaret Wu
Mrs. Gla G. Wylie
Dr. & Mrs. L.A. Zadeh
Sam & Joyce Zanze

**michael leibert society**

The following individuals have generously provided for Berkeley Rep in their estate plans:

Ken & Joni Avery
Nancy Axelrod
Carol B. Berg
Bruce Carlson & Richard G. McCall
Diane Cash
Stephen K. Cassidy
Andrew Daly & Jodi Taylor
Carol & John Field
Mary & Nicholas Graves
Fred Hartwick
Hoskins/Frame Family Trust
Sumner & Hermine Marshall
Rebecca Martinez & Peter Sloss
Suzanne & Charles McColloch
Susie Medak & Greg Murphy
Amy Pearl Parodi
Margaret Phillips
Marjorie Randolph
Betty & Jack Schafer
Stephen & Cindy Snow
Dr. Douglas & Anne Stewart
Philip & Melody Trapp
Dorothy Walker
Karen & Henry Work

Named in honor of Founding Director Michael W. Leibert, Society members have designated Berkeley Rep in their estate plans. Planned gifts sustain Berkeley Rep’s Endowment Fund unless the donor specifies otherwise. The Endowment Fund provides a financial stability that enables Berkeley Rep to maintain the highest standards of artistic excellence, support new work and serve the community with innovative education and outreach programs.

For more information on becoming a member, visit our website at berkeleyrep.org or contact Lynn Eve Komaromi, Director of Development, Annual Fund, at (510) 647-2903 or email lynn.ev@berkeleyrep.org.
The image contains an article from the Berkeley Rep Magazine, discussing performance and featuring a list of supporters. The text appears to be about Sagehill Development's support, suggesting a connection to the improvements of the Berkeley Rep theatre and its performance space. The supporters listed include a variety of individuals and entities, indicating a wide-ranging community investment in the arts. The text seems to emphasize the importance of community support for such cultural institutions, celebrating the contributions of these individuals to the Berkeley Rep's success.
contributors

LIAISON

French Food for the Soul.
Walking distance to Berkeley Rep.
Full bar, weekend brunch.

Celebrate the Season in our Private Dining Room located adjacent to the restaurant.

1849 Shattuck Avenue (corner of Hearst & Shattuck) Berkeley, CA 94709
510-849-2155

Richert · Marc A. Riefel and Janice P. Kidd · Mr. Ripperda · Bruce & Marie Rosenblatt · Dr. & Mrs. Harry L. Roth · Enid & Alan Rubin · Howard & Lee Rubino · Maxine & Alan Rudy · Ms. Kay V. Ruhlman · Mrs. Gaile B. Russ · Susanna Russo · Jack & Denise Ryan · Laura Ann Ryan · Isabella Salaverry · Sylvia & Joel Salinger · Dave Sawle · Mr. Stephen C. Schafer · Barbara & Jerry Schaufaller · Bobbi Scheir & Jim Reed · Ellen & Donald Schell · Linda & Nathan Schultz · Linda Schurer · Michelle Schwartz · Ana & Stanley Scott · Marc Scroggs · Sally Seymour · Dr. Brenda Buckholdt Shank · Patricia & Merrill Shankis · Eugene Sharee · Alan & Heidi Bernin Shonkoff · Paul Silva · Mr. Leo Simon · Dave & Lori Simpson · James C. Skelton · Scott & Madeleine Sklar · Mr. & Mrs. Duncan Bennett · Patricia Smith · Charles Smith · Audrey Stockdill · Kate Spelman, in honor of Kerry Francis & Felicia Woytak of Cobalt LLP · Judy & Elmer Squier · Mr. & Mrs. Lynn Stevenson · Monroe W. Strickberger · Mr. & Mrs. Sven Svendsen · Julie Sweetkind-Singer · Marilyn Taghon · Rosalind Taylor · Jay & Helen Tepperman · Kenneth Tom · Mr. & Mrs. David M. Van Hoesen · Meeks Vaughan · Evelyn Walter & John Wise · Arthur & Susan Valenta · Laurence & Ruth Walker · Richard Warren · Mark Wasserman & Judy Freeman · Phoebe Watts · Keith R. Weed & Julia Mo- lander · Neil & Madeline Weinstein · Sailing Weisenger · Walden Wemmer · Dr. & Mrs. Ben Werner · Marilyn Westphal · Andrew T. & Linda V. Williams · Steven Winkel · Mr. Robert L. Witt · Miss. Ashley Wolff · Bill Wong · Mike Wood · Virginia & Joe Woods · Sally Woolsey · Ron Worrink · Lee Yearley · Mr. & Mrs. Lewis Young · Beverley Zellick

contributors / $150-250
Anonymous (6) · Mark Aaronson & Marjorie Gelb · Robert & Gertrude Allen · Matthew Allen · Laurence Anderson · Nina Aon · Marilyn Arnold · Michelle Barbour · Michael Barnett · Barbara & Maurice Barusch · Mr. & Mrs. Charles Batalia · Robert & Joan Bauer · Jim Beasley · Judy Belk · Dr. Robert & Irene Belkin · Jack & Susan Bell · Ms. Dorothy Bonn · Susan & Stephen Booth · Adriane Bosworth · Est Brand · Stacie Drink · Lucille B. Brodersen · Frances Brooks · Dana Brownfield · Linda Burden · Susan A. Burns · Dr. Bruce & Susan Carter · David Cartwright · Elena Caruthers · Beth Charlesworth · Marilyn Church · Greg Ciapponi · Dr. Norman A. Cohen · David & Jane Coldoff · Joe & Leonardo Connell · Michael & Pam Crane · Martha Crowe · Christine & Frank Currie · Kim Curry · Dr. & Mrs. John Darnell · Ed & Kitty Dankworth · Lynn Dantzker · Ilana Debare · Fran- cise & Beppe Di Palma · George Donaldson · Dr. & Mrs. Leo Dos Remedios · Mrs. Elizabeth Doyle · Christine Dover & Robert Hamm · Ms. Joanne Drabek · Kate Duhamel · Nancy Ebbert · Mr. Thomas W. Edwards & Ms. Rebecca Parlette-Edwards · Pat & Ted Eliot · The Etter Family · Paul & Danice Fagin · Mr. Doug Faunt & Lyn Paleo · Richard Fikes & Barbara Blatter-Fikes · Brigitte & Louis Fisher · Dennis Flores · Hella R. Fius · William & Andrea Foley · Stephen Follansbee & Richard Wolitz · Michael and Sabrina Frank · Frank & Sara Fuller · Linda & Robert Gabb · Phil Gerrard · Mr. & Mrs. Jay Ghagne · Ernest & Eleanor Glaser · Thomas Goddard · Steven Goldberg · Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Goldman · Elizabeth Gold- stein · Mr. George W. Goh · Mary Eichbauer & Greg Gartrell · Alex & Cecile Gast · Mrs. Robert Hanscom · William L. Hansen · Chuck & Susie Hansron · Dr. & Mrs. Alan Harley · Julie Harris & Audrey Stockdill · Lillian A. Harris · Judy & Bill Heen · Frances Hellman · Ravnena Helson · Diane Hie · Lynne Higgs · Susan L. Hill · Marie F. Hogan & Douglas A. Lutgen · Dr. J.J. Hostyn · Edwin Ives · Rodolfo & Mary Jacuzzi · Joseph Jackson & Joann Leskovar · Ms. Jerilyn Johnson · Mr. Thomas L. Jones · John & Ann Kadyk · Patricia Kates & Henry Brady, in Honor of Rachel Fink and her SOT staff · Mur- riel B. Kaplan · Ken Kenen · James Kawasaki · Hayes Keeler · James Kiddor · Carol Kirk · Mr. & Mrs. Jack F. Kirstch · Estelle Knowland · Mr. Bruce Koch · Chris Kon- nerth · Mr. & Mrs. Bill Lamp · Richard & Marguerite Lerm- mon · Rosanne Levit · Mr. & Mrs. Dean Lindsay · Joan Long · Robert & Saundra Lormand · Eileen & Jay Love · Mr. & Mrs. Grinning MacClelland · Arlee & Paul Maier · Mrs. Genevieve W. Manes · Guisloup & Sofia Mann · Mr. Jason Marks & Ms. Pepi Ross · Josephine Maxon · Susan Mayfield · John W. & Yvonne S. McCredie · Daniel & Beverlee McFad · Katherine McKenzie · Joanne M. Medak · Howard & Nancy Mel · Mara & Don Melandri · Dorothy Meyer · Jeanne Miery · Paul Monroe · Julie Montanet · H. Frank Morrison & Filomine S. Vinluan · Ronald Morrison · Roger Morrison & Nancy Herrick · Michael Morser & Davina Gardner · Charles & Doris Muscatine · Dr. & Mrs. Paul Mussun · Elizabeth Musser · Craig Nelson · Elaine Norinsky · Ann O'Hare · Felicia Oldfather · Charles Olson · Ms. Judy O'Young · Muriel & Martin Paley · Mr. Thomas W. Palmer · Ann Pearson · James & Susan Penrod · Anthony & Sarah Petru · Ple in the Sky · Jean & Gary Pokorny · Susan K. Prather · Henery & Sarah Pruden · Nancy Quenzel · Judith Radin · Carolyn Ramsey · Donald Rasmussen · David & Suzanne Redell · Dr. William E. Rhein · Mr. Thomas W. Richardson · Jane Riede-Meyerhoff · Dr. & Mrs. William & Ray Riess · Joe Roberts · Karl & Theresa Robinson · Nancy Robinson · Horacio Rodriguez · Geri Rossen · Paul Russell · Dawn Sagoski · Ms. Carolyn Sanders · Mary Lu Schreiber · Rolf & Jette Selvig · Marion Shapiro · Ms. Marilyn N. Shaw · Neal Shorest · Ashok Singhal · Tim & Lucy Smallestree · Mr. Steven Smith · Carol Turner Soc · Leslie Sogol & Martha Walk- er · Mary Lou Solecki · John & Margaret Spark · Phyllis M. Spencer · Richard Stanley · Ceciley Steinberg · Mr. & Mrs. Joel Stettner · Sunshine House · Steven & Barbara Aumen-Vail · Beverly Stevens · Mr. David F. Stevens · Susanne Stoffel & Michael Coan · Elizabeth Strauss · Marion Taylor · Nick Themely · Henry Timmick · Nam & Dan McClosey-Todder · Keli Frostad-Toledo · James & Gail T. Tunnell · James & Carolyn Von Behren · Dr. & Mrs. Joachim Von Pohl · Mr. & Mrs. John C. Wadman · Mary Wadsworth · Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Wantland · Dr. & Mrs. Douglas Wayman · Maasha Weinstau & Stuart Hellman · Pamela Whitman · Richard Wolgast · Stephen Wong · G. Geoffrey Wood · Pamela Woodbridge · Mr. Mark L. Woodbury · Barak Yedidya & Valencia Lisiewicz · Joan Zawaski

friends / $75-150
Anonymous (27) · Jenny Abbott · Angelina Acevedo · William Acquino · Mary Beth Aculf · Yolande & Marvin Adelson · Carmen & James Aiken · Terry Pink Alexander · Patricia Allard · Pamela Allen · Judith & Louis Alley · Hector Alvarez · Claudine Ames · Arnold Anderson · Gladys M. Anderson · Don & Noel Anger · Amy Apel · Ann Appert · Armagh Archbold · Helen Argyres · Steven Arias · Keira Armstrong · Moe Armstrong · Mr. & Mrs. Louis Armstrong-Danglies · John Arnold · Liesel Aron · Jane Ashland · Debra Auker · Richard Austin · Michael Austin · Mrs. Barbara B. Bache · Robin Backhus · Dino Bagatelles · Florence Baldwin · Joan E. Baylie · Lisa Bailey · Margaret Baldwin · Steve and Carolyn Baling · Judy Barnett · William & Florence Barnsdale · Alice Bartholomew · Barry & Susan Baskin · Leslie & Jack Batsch · Barbara Baum · Irwin Bear · Laurel Beeler · Michael Beleto · Hassan Benali · Thomas Benet · David Benjamin · Emily Benne · Dr. & Mrs. Irving Berg · Stuart Berman · Hilda
everyone has an entourage

Bring or send your entourage to Berkeley Rep at discounted prices, and your ticket is on us. You’re the star! They can attend one performance together or attend on different days.

Your entourage could be any group of 15 or more: your friends, business associates, alumni network, book club, sorority, charity, class, congregation or anything else you can imagine!

Approve our custom e-vite. Hit send. It’s that easy.
call 510.647.2918

visit berkeleyrep.org/entourage

Rodriguez · John Rogers · Douglas Rose · Ruth Rosen · Gerald Rosenblatt · Alexander Ross · Marjorie Roth · Daniel & Gail Rubinfeld · Eleanor Rush · Louise Russell · Lucille Rybka · M. Ryce · John Saari · Carol Sabin · Sandra & Jerome Sackman · Phyllis & Allan Sagle · Peter Samis · Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Sauer · Paul & Patti Sax · Mrs. Robert P. Saxon · Ruth Saxton · Robert & Winnie Sayre · Geraldine Scalzo · Catherine Schaefer · Dan Scharlin · Laurel Scheinman · Drs. James Schier · Bob & Gloria Schiller · Pixie Hayward · Schickele · Martha Schimb · Bert Schieffer · Craig Schmid · Peter Schmitz · Dr. & Mrs. Thomas D. Schmitz · Ed Schoenberger · Edmund Schooer · Mr. & Mrs. Donald Schulak · Peter Schultz · Kenneth Schultz · Ms. Helga Schwab · Rebecca Schwartz · Christy Seaman · Betty & Thom Seaton · Sonia Seeman · James Seeman · Barbara & Steve Segal · Anneke Selye · Lezli Selmon · Elsbeth Sernel · Michelle Serlin · Mr. & Mrs. John Serva · Mary Severo · Alisa & Chris Shadick · Louise Shalti · Anne Shanto · Pam Shaw · Margaret Sheehy · Joseph Shoji · Robert L. Sieler · Mr. & Mrs. John S Lumpkin · Sharon Silva · Wendy Silvani · Mr. & Mrs. Frank & Elizabeth Silver · Judith & Robert Silverman · Mr. Sol Simkin · Mrs. William Smelser · Burton Simmons · Deborah Simons · Frances Singer · Amrita Singhal · Carl & Grace Smith · Karla & Neil Smith · Jean & Perrin Smith · Judith O. Smith · Mr. & Mrs. Charles Smith · Georgia & Roland Smith · Virginia Smith · Mr. William Lonon Smith · Sara Sneed · Eve Somjen · Christina Spaulding · Margaret Spiller · Brian Sprague · Tasha Stadtnner · Harvey Steinhaus · Mr. Dirk Stigter · David and Ruth Stimson · Betty Stockton · Kellie Stoddart · Monika Stoltz · Cecilia Storr · Sharon Strachan · Leslie Straus · Hallie Strock · Lynnette Stromberg · Lorna & Cris Strotz · Jane & Bob Sulford · Nancy Sutherland · Eileen Suzo · Gerald Tanner · John Tarrant · Judi Taubman · Pam Taylor · Bonnie Taylor · Jack Teilan & Cathy Bailey · Reza F. Tehrani · Christine Tellischak · Neil Temen · Mrs. Bernhardt N. Thai · Dr. Dorothy Waddell Thogersen · Harold & Evelyn Thorne · Dan & Elizabeth Thornton · Ms. Sandy Threffall · Douglas Tilden · James Tingley · Louis Toepfer · Marsha Torkelson · Michael & Shirley Traynor · Ms. Lujuana Treadwell · Dr. & Mrs. Joseph Tredman · Noah Treuhaft · Prof. & Mrs. George Trilling · Beverly Tucker · Samuel Tucker · Ms. Nancy R. Turak · Renee & Steven Turman · Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Tyndall · Michael Ulick · Nan Vaaler · Claudia Vaas · Shirley Valdivia · Mr. & Mrs. John J. Vlahos · Andrew Van Horn · William Vandivere · Barbara Veronda · Marica and David Vastine · Carmen Violich-Goodin · Fernando Viteri · Amy Voge · David Wake · Dorothy Walker · Peter Walker · Jason Wallace · Sheridan and Betsey Warrick · E Margaret Warton · Mr. & Mrs. Carl Weber · Helene Weber · Margo Webster · Mr. & Mrs. William Webster · Mr. Jeffrey S. Weil · Erica Weinheart · Mrs. James Weinberger · Joan Webster · Mrs. Marvin S. Weinreb · Rhona and Harvey Weinstein · David Weiss · Penny Weiss · Margaret Weltkamp · Dana Welch · James Wenninger · Maureen Wesolowski · Malcolm White · Lawrence White · Elizabeth Wierzbianska · Binley Wilcutt · Betty Williams · Dan Williams · Ms. Dora D. Williams · Mr. Kenneth L. Wilson · David Winkler · Jane Winter · Richard Wirtzerson · Connie Wirtz · Susan and Harvey Wittenberg · Sandra & Steven Wolfe · Pearl Wolfss · Keith Woodall · Bob & Judi Yeager · Jim & Alison Yerkes · Rhoma Young · Roberta Yuen · Jeffrey Zankel · Kelun Zhang · David & Leorah Ziberman · Mr. William J. Ziebur · Christina Zimbardo · Bess Zimmerman ·

patrons / under $75
Anonymous · Barbara Abernathy · Neville Abraham · Albert Ackerman · Andreas Acritos · Kevin Adams · Charles Adams · Tom Adams · F. Adams · Joy Addison · Susan Adler · Ann Aguilar · Lisa Alferis · Sarah Alliday · Rae Allen · Steve Allen · Christianna Allen · Elizabeth Alpert · Lorna Althuizer · Dan Alwear · Vernon Ambrose · Adele Amodeo · Brian Andersen · Lricula & Kinsey Anderson · Gary & Kay Anderson · John Anderson · Marilyn Anderson · Brian Anderson · Elisabeth & Andrewson · Peter Andersen · Alison Andrews · Susan Angel · Rochelle Anistor · Jackie Arnes · Ellen & Robert Ansel · Steve Anseli · Emilios Antonides · Jerome Aparton · Yadon Arad · Tati Arge · Paulette Arnold · Peter Ashley · Jan & Dick Astin · Brad Astiolas · Raymond Auker · Carole Austin · Simao Avila · Carmen Ayedelott · Marian Babibade · Brooke Babcock · Georgia Babidellia · Richard Bachenheimer · Azadah Badker & Deborah Badker · Marjorie Baker · Anna Bahme · Linda & Mike Baker · Lora Lee Baker · Shelly Ball · Davis Bätz · Ted Bamberger · Jennifer Banaszek · David Banks · Sarah Barber · Barbara Barer · Penny Barrett ·

Alta Bates Summit

Exceptional patient care. That’s important.

Visit altabatessummit.org to find a doctor who’s right for you.

Alta Bates Summit Medical Center
A Sutter Health Affiliate
Newman · Elizabeth Nichols · Camille Nichols · Beverly Nidick · Jesse Nissim · Elizabeth Nikon · Arlene & Jon Noble · Mary Payne Norcross · Lisa Norris · Nancy Novick · Bruce Nunley · Charles · Amy Oberst · Erin O’Donnell · Donna Oehnert · Maureen O’Hagan · Scott O’Halleran · John · Barbara O’Hannan · Kathy Ohm · Kelly O’Keefe · Douglas Okun · Helen · Gene Oliver · Linda Oliver · Misses Oman & Crummer · David & Mary O’Neill · Henry Ongkho · Kyoko Ono · Charlotte Oppenheim · Sara Orr · Frank & Ann Orr · Charlene O’Rourke · Linda & Gregory Orr · Patricia Orr · Mari Orterwth · Joy Osborne · Linda Ostrenga · Margaret O’Toole · Marcelle Overland · Thomas Owen · Roseanne Packard · Richard Price · Nancy B Pakter · Milton Palm · Devon Parker · McCrae Parker · Jane Parkman · Julie Parnams · William Patch · Karin Peterson · Kirk Patterson · Gilbert Pavlovsky · William Pease · Elaine Ppector · Robert Pedrin · Jackie Pels · Michael Penn · Victor & Gladys Perez-Mendez · Howard Perlin · Hilda Perlowin · Karen Permillion · Michael & Mary Jane Perna · Phil Persky · Laura Perucchini · Anne Peter · Jamie Peterson · Katherine Peterson · Richard Peterson · James Peterson · John Petrovsky · William Petrito · Robert Peyton · Mary Pezzuto · Rosemary Pfeffer · Catherine Pfister · Christopher Pflueger · Ruth Phillips · Susan Pierpoint · Michael Pincus · Sharon Pincus · Anne M. Pincus · Theresa Pipe · Mary Pippitt · John and Carol Pitts · Marco Pizzo · William Plageman · Marshall Platt · Andrew Patrick Poirman · Ricki Pollycove · Carolyn Pope-Chappell · Jean Port · Philip Porter · Dana Theria Porter · Wendy Porter · Adriana Porter · Aline Portugal · Judy Potter · Lori Pottinger · Alice & Charles Prager · Dolores Prescott · Jack Price · Ted Priola · Luer Przybyszowicz · Vincent Puccetti · Madeline Puccioni · Virginia Puentes · Lynn Purkey · Ryan Quinn · Judith Rabbie · Jeff Raby · Mano Radice · Gayna Radtke · Ruth Rainero · Deva Rajan · Doris Ransom · Kenneth Raphael · Jane Rasmussen · Jens Rasmussen · Peggy & Carl Rath · Helen Rathbone · Donald & Ann Rathjen · John Ravitch · Patricia & John Rea · Hilary Read · Liz Rebensdorf · Bruce Reed · Monica Reesor · Bruce Reeves · Elaine Rehr · Glenn Reid · Frances Reimer · Richard & Joanna Reinhardt · Elana Reinin · Joan & Mark Reis · Ann Reiss · Laurel Reitman · Johanna Rensselaer-Beaumont · Rachel Resnikoff · Denise Resnikof · Tanya Reuvkenkamp · Edward Reyes · Marie Rhein · Karen Rhodes · Alan Rhodes · Charles Rice · Evelyn Rice · Dorothy & John Rice · Audrey & Paul Richards · Marion Richards · Jean Richardson · Ruth Ritchie · Sandra Reid · Mary Riordan · Wayn Ritchie · Tim Roach · Susan Roads · Mary Roberts · Charles & Bobby Roberts · Zona Roberts · Judy Roberts · Rebecca Roberts · Jaina Roberts · Daniel Roberts · Shelley Roberts · Bette Roberts-Collins · Cayen & Tom Robertson · Randy Robertson · Myrna Rochester · Agustin Rodriguez · Helen Rogers · Frederick Rogers · Stephanie Rogers · Naima Rohit · Arraiza · Janet Rossit · Eric Rollins · Maria · Ron Romano · Walter Roos · Daniel Rosen · Lottie & Paul Rosen · Linda Rosen · Galen Rosenberg · Emily Rosenberg · Mark Rosensweig · Thomas Ross · Morris & Gina Rosnow · Doug Ross · Gail Ros sitio · Bayete Ross-Smith · Elisabeth Rothenberger · David Rosno · Priscilla J. Royal · Renee Rubin · Charles and Sara Rubin · gail rubin · Mitch Rudominer · Dorothy Ruggles · Zina Russell · Patricia Russell · Carole Rutherford · Helen Rutledge · William Ryan · Juanita Ryens · kismet sallab · Reah Sadowsky Morton · Baruch Saeed · Bob & June Safran · Phillip Salazar · Frances Sampson · Bonnie Sanders · Robert Sanders · G. Norman Sanger · Albert Sargis · Ann Saunders · Virginia Sarglia · David Scharf · Betty Schenone · Sylvia Schilling · Richard Schindler · Heather Schlaft · Elisabeth Schleppegrell · Nathaniell Schmelzer · Barbara Schmidt · Eloise Schmidt · George & Pat Schmidt · Sara Schmidt · Jay Schnabolk · Sharon Schroeder · Thomas Schnepplet · Doreen Schoenfield · Jean & Alan Schoenfield · Marcelle Schoenfeld · Esther Schroeder · Sue Schuster · Jim Schwartz · Ronald Schusterman · Sylvia Schwartz · Linda Schwarz · Richard Schwarzenberger · Lori Schweitzer · Yvonne Scott · Craig Scott · Laura Scott · Dawn Scott · Sue Scott · Stacy Scott · Judy Scott · Barbara Scratford · Tom Secotl · Greg Seft · Victoria Seid · Jane Selby · Joanne Selisker · George Sensabaugh · Wanda Serco · Marcia Settel · Jani Shalwitz · Geraldine Shanteau · Daniel & Lois Shapiro · Adrienne Shapiro · Grace Shaw · Elizabeth Shepard · Monty Sherman · Barney Sherman · Lee Shilman · Rhoda Shore · Olga Shtigluz · David & Susan Herron Sibbit · Cynthia Segall · Judy Segel · Adam Siegman · David Silberman · Betty Siller · Robin Silver · John Simon · Pat Simon · John Sims · Leila Sinclare · Andrea Sloan · Kurt Smith · Marjorie Smith · Gary Smith · Wilma Smith · Archie Smith · Donna Smith · Harrison · Karen Smithson · Charles and Margueri Smukler · Kyla & John Smuckler · Barbara So · Sandra & Steve Snowh · Walter Sokel · Judith Solomon · Jed Somit · Susanne Somor · Gayle Soos · Lorne Soule · Michelle Stovin · Barbara Spack · Lee Sparling · JoAnn Speakman · Ronald J Specter · Cherril Spencer · Karen Spinner · Strates · Jean Strak · Dennis & Ann Wheelock · Sharon Stearns · Frederick Stein · Judith Stein · Roger Steiner · Jessica Sterling · John Stern · Louise Stevens · Richard Steiner · Steve Strei · Carolyn Strauss · Esper Steffins · Susan Strong · Jamie Strong · Jason Stuck · Tamara Sturkie · Janis Subotnick · Richard Sullivan · Virginia Summier · Howard Suppan · Vanita Sutch · Ruthanne Svendsen · Raymond Swanland · Eugene Swann · Richard Sweet · Virginia Sykes · Sarah Taber · Barbara Tabor · Robert Tanger · Meloney Taylor · Générique Taylor · Sylvie Tedesco · Sam Teichman · Mary Teichman · Ashley Tenscher · John Thomas · Jonathon Thomas · Meg Thomas · David Thompson · Patricia Thompson · Melody Thompson · Kim Thompson · Stephan Thorne · Victor Thuesen · Julie Tippett · Steven Tipping · Bruce Titus · Sam Todd · Diane Toglia · Roberta Toff · Ed & Barbara Tonning · Flora Torres · Nancy Torress · Almida · Lynda Tredway · Ruth Trettar · Alice Trinkin · Reiko True · Mary True · Philip Tubman · James Tucker · Sharon Tucker · John Tully · Christopher Tung · John Turnier · John Tutore · Lloyd Ulman · Grace & William Ulp · Margaret Underwood · Christopher Uzelac · Dennis Valerio · Norma Van Cott · Ariane Van Der Straeten · Betsy Van Hamersveld · Andrew Van Meter · Natalia Van Osdel · William Vanburend · Marjorie Vandoom · Laura Vaughan · Barbara Vaughan · Bruce Veenstra · Carol Verity · Matthew Vespa · Elizabeth Vezzani · Kristine Vitalis · Dilette Vogler · Marilyn & Paul Von Ehrenkrook · Morris Wade · Ellis Wageman · Dorothy Walker · Randi · Walker · Helen Wallis · Jean Wallman · Patricia Walsh · Mary Waltz · Frances W. Ward · Patricia Ward · Laurie Warner · Derek Watry · Frances Webster · Dorothy Waterman · Lainie Weir · Weiglen · Bea Welsh Weicker · Barbara Weidenfeld · Joanna Weinberg · Cliff Wenzgus · Natalie Weinstein · Gerald Weisbach · Lasan Weis · Donna Weil · Jean Weil · William West ·榴 Juliet Weis · Carter S. Weis · Marianne Weimars · Mardaw Wendt · Janine Wenning · Jennifer Wilcox · Marissa · Waltz · Christian Wettmeir · Stephen West · Sarah West · Timothy Westergren · Crystal Weston · Dick & Beauty Westmoreland · Ann Wheeler · Ken Whaler · Karen Whitaker · Bernard Whitfield · Nancy Whitely · Corinne Wick · Ginger Wick · Karen Wickre · Stephen Wiel · Stanford Wong · Maureen & Stressel · Jackson · Andrea Wilder · Barbara Wilkes · John Wilkinson · Asha Williams · Bill Williams · Ann Williamson · Laird Williams · Doris Wim · Robin Wilson · Thomas Wilson · Maw Win · Jennifer Winch · Ann Winthrop · Wren Wither · Jerry Willow · Martha Wolf · Lynn Wolff · Catherine Wolf · Lee Wold · Dennis Wood · Robert Wood · Linda Wood · Elizabeth Woolery · Morris Woofsohn · Elizabeth Worder · Betsy Wright · James G. Wright · Stephen Wright · Maxine Wyland · Ronald Wyman · Sara Wynne · Jerry Yaffe · Arlene Yamada · Gus Yates · Karen Yee · Irene Yen · Elie Yerbury · David & Betty Yoder · Joyce Yokomizo · Alice Yoshida · Rachel Young · Catharina Young · Linda Young · Yuri Young · Sandy Young · Loi Yoon · Michel & Lawrence M Zak · Michael Zampelli · Elena Zapien · Sheldon and Marti Zeedek · Catherine Zehnder · Morris Zeidlicht · Elliott Zeller · Irma & Arthur Zelig · Donald Zimmerman · David & Lisa Zimlich · Nathan Zinpin · Irene Zook · Patrick Zweck · John Zysman

We thank all of our donors for their support of Berkeley Rep and appreciate their contributions even if they are not listed here due to program deadlines or space considerations.

Contributors donor circle and associate’s club
about berkeley rep

Berkeley Repertory Theatre, now in its 39th season, is the recipient of the 1997 Tony Award for Outstanding Regional Theatre. Founded in 1968 as the East Bay’s first resident professional theatre, Berkeley Rep has established a national reputation for the quality of its productions and the innovation of its programming. Berkeley Rep’s bold choice of material and vivid style of production reflect a commitment to diversity, excitement and quality. The company is especially well known for its fresh adaptations of seldom-seen classics, as well as its presentation of important new dramatic voices. Berkeley Rep has attracted internationally acclaimed theatre artists such as Moisés Kaufman, Tony Kushner, Rita Moreno, Maurice Sendak, Anna Deavere Smith, Tadashi Suzuki, George C. Wolfe and Mary Zimmerman, and has produced numerous world premieres of plays by renowned playwrights.

what does it mean to be a not-for-profit theatre?
At the most fundamental level, it means that 100% of the dollars Berkeley Rep receives are directed back into supporting the work. It also means that the Theatre is “owned” by the community, governed by a board of trustees and exists to serve that community through its plays, educational programs and outreach initiatives. Total operating costs are not covered from ticket sales. Roughly 55% of Berkeley Rep's costs are covered by ticket sales, while the remaining 45% must be raised through contributions from individuals, corporations, foundations and grants from government agencies. Berkeley Rep belongs to you, and needs your involvement. Volunteer. Donate what time you can. Contribute what you can afford. Continue to attend performances. Berkeley Rep is your theatre. Your participation and support are needed to create an outstanding theatre experience for all audiences.

board of directors

president             Rick Hoskins
vice president        Richard A. Rubin
treasurer             Peter Pervere
secretary             Marjorie Randolph
vp, 40th anniversary campaign Felicia Woytak
vp, annual fund       Pat Sakai
chair, trustees committee Dale Rogers Marshall
president emeritus    Roger A. Strauch

Kenneth P. Avery  Sandra McCandless
Becky Bleich     Susie Medak
Stephen K. Cassidy Helen Meyer
David Cox        Dugan Moore
Thalia Dorwick   Patrick O’Dea
William T. Espey Laura Onopchenko
William Falk     Mary Ann Peoples
John Field       Pat Rougeau
Kerry L. Francis  Jack Schafer
Scott R. Haber   Stephen Snow
David Hoffman    Jean Z. Strunsky
Wayne Jordan     Tony Taccone
Carole S. Krumlant Philip Trapp
Nashormeh Lindo  Alexis Wong
Sarah McArthur

founding director    Michael W. Leibert, Producing Director, 1968–1983

past presidents
Helen C. Barber    Nicholas M. Graves
Shih-Tso Chen     Robert M. Oliver
Narsai M. David   Edwin C. Shiver
Jean Knox         Harlan M. Richter
Robert W. Burt    Jean Knox
Carole B. Berg     A. George Battle
A. George Battle   Martin Zankel

affiliations

The director and choreographer are members of the Society of Stage Directors and Choreographers, Inc., an independent national labor union. The Scenic, Costume, Lighting, and Sound Designers in LORT Theatres are represented by United Scenic Artists Local USA-829, IATSE.
visit our website!

Check out Berkeley Rep’s website at berkeleyrep.org. We’ve just redesigned the site to make it even easier to buy tickets and track down the information that you need, including performance calendars, box office information, School of Theatre class schedules, program articles and more.

mailing/e-mail list

To request season information or to change your address, send your complete mailing address to Berkeley Repertory Theatre, 2025 Addison Street, Berkeley, CA 94704, call 510.647.2949, e-mail patron@berkeleyrep.org or click berkeleyrep.org/joinourlist. E-mail participants who use Hotmail, Yahoo and other restrictive online mail accounts, please authorize the berkeleyrep.org domain. Berkeley Rep does not sell or rent its mailing list.

tickets / box office

Box Office hours: noon –7pm, Tue – Sun
Call 510.647.2949 or click berkeleyrep.org
Call toll free: 888.4BRTtix / Fax: 510.647.2975
Groups (15+) call 510.647.2918

Previews $33
Tue 8pm / Wed 7pm 45
Thu 8pm 47
Thu/Sat matinees, 2pm* 47
Sun matinees, 2pm 49
Sun 7pm 49
Fri 8pm 55
Opening night 8pm 61
Sat 8pm 61

special discount tickets

under 30 discount
Half-price advance tickets for anyone under the age of 30 for all shows except Fri–Sat 8pm and Sun 2pm. Proof of age required. Some restrictions apply. Limited availability.

student group weekday matinee
Tickets are just $10 each. Call the Berkeley Rep School of Theatre at 510.647.2972.

senior/student rush tickets
Half off the ticket price for full-time students and seniors 65+ with proper ID. One ticket per ID, 30 minutes before show time. Subject to availability. Cash only.

half-price “HotTix”
Limited half-price tickets for weekday evening performances go on sale at noon at the Berkeley Rep box office. Cash only. Tue–Fri. Call 510.647.2949 for details.

theatre info

emergency exits
Please note the nearest exit. In an emergency, walk — do not run — to the nearest exit.

accessibility
Both theatres offer wheelchair seating and special services for those with vision- or hearing-impairment. Infrared listening devices are available at no charge in both theatre lobbies. Audio descriptions are available in the box office and require an advance reservation of two business days.

ticket exchange

Only subscribers may exchange their tickets for the same production. Exchanges must be made by 7pm the day preceding the scheduled performance. Exchanges are made on a seat-available basis.

educators

Call 510.647.2972 for information about $10 student matinee tickets, classroom visits, teaching artist residencies, teacher training workshops, post-show discussions, teacher study guides, backstage tours and more.

theatre store

Our store, located in the Roda lobby, is open 30 minutes before curtain, during intermission and after the show.

considerations

please keep perfume use to a minimum
Many patrons are sensitive to perfumes and other scents.

beepers / phones / cameras / recorders
Please make sure your pager, cell phone or alarm watch will not beep. Doctors may check pagers with the house manager and give seat location for messages. Use of recording equipment or taking of photographs in the theatre is strictly prohibited.

please do not touch the set or props on stage
You are welcome to take a closer look at the set, but please don’t step onto the stage. Some of the props can be fragile, and are placed in exact positions for the actors.

no children under seven are permitted in the theatre
Many Berkeley Rep productions are unsuitable for children. Please inquire before bringing children to the Theatre.

no children under seven are permitted in the theatre
Many Berkeley Rep productions are unsuitable for children. Please inquire before bringing children to the Theatre.
YOUR HEALTH. YOUR JOURNEY.

Take the first step to a new you. The California WellBeing Institute offers a 360-degree approach that takes a comprehensive look at your life, and gives you the tools, knowledge and clinical support that can enhance the quality and longevity of your life. Begin your journey with a half-day, full-day or multi-day package that’s just right for you.

California Wellbeing Institute
Together With
Four Seasons Hotel Westlake Village, California
Minutes from Los Angeles

Begin the Transformation  888.575.1114  ExperienceCWI.com
Make it Last.

Across market cycles. Over generations. Beyond expectations.
The Practice of Wealth Management.

Wealth Planning • Investment Management • Private Banking • Family Office Services • Business Banking • Charitable Gift Services
Please contact John J. Cortis, President – Northern California, at 415-951-4153. mellowprivatewealth.com